Comparative assessment of empirical and physiological approaches on predicting human clearances.
The empirical and physiological predictive approaches to human clearance were evaluated using preclinical in vitro and in vivo data of various datasets to establish a methodology for the prediction of clearance. Among the examined empirical approaches, an allometric scaling method with the rule of exponent (ROE), based on the exponent in simple allometry, provided better prediction. The effect of lipophilicity (clog P) and clearance on the predictivity was investigated using the ROE method. High predictivity was found for a low lipophilic compound with clog P < 0 and for a compound with moderate or high clearance. As a physiological approach, the in vitro-in vivo scaling method using metabolic stability in liver microsomes and hepatocytes was evaluated, and the predictivity taking the plasma protein binding and the nonspecific binding in incubation into consideration was compared with the ROE method. The two methods appeared to show comparable predictivity, although the in vitro-in vivo scaling was conducted under limited conditions like the use of physiological scaling factor and lipophilicity-derived nonspecific binding data. The ROE method could be an alternative predictor of the human clearance of compounds to which a physiological approach cannot be applied, in addition to low lipophilic compounds, with acceptable accuracy.